‘Discover your lover’ takes you on a journey of sexual discovery, where enjoyment is
essential. This game is a must have for all people (18+) that care to keep their sexual
relationship playful, intimate and challenging.

1. Introduction
‘Discover your lover’ is a game exclusively intended for adults (aged 18 and over) where
nothing is a must and everything is possible. This game can serve as the start and source of
inspiration for a pleasant erotic game between a man and a woman.
Every human being needs warmth, love, attention and some excitement. With longer lasting
relations, personal attention towards each other, often gets neglected or pushed aside by dayto-day chores. This game literally will make you spent a lot of attention towards each other.
The game will bring you closer together and will show you surprising sides of yourself and
your partner. Enjoying each other is central to the game.
‘Discover your lover’ is disarming, exciting, direct and daring, sometimes hysterical but
never lacking respect.
2. Discover your lover
What desire or fantasy really turns you on? What would you like your partner to do for or
with you? This game opens the way to discuss your desires and fantasies with your partner
and maybe even get them fulfilled.
Before starting the game, you and your partner must tell each other your ultimate fantasy.
It is important for your partner to want and be able to fulfill this fantasy. It is therefore a
question of bargaining to agree on ultimate fantasies that are pleasurable, exciting, erotic
and, above all, achievable for both of you. Ultimate fantasies do not have to be sexually
orientated. Breakfast in bed can also be very intimate.
So take the next step and start to ‘discover your lover’.

2.1 Goal of the game
The most important aim of the game is to activate and stimulate your sexual energy and to
heighten your attention towards each other.
Each of the players tries to reach the finish as quickly as possible by means of answering
questions and performing tasks. The one who reaches the finish first will get his or her
‘ultimate desire’ fulfilled.
The questions examine the players knowledge of erotic subjects on three different levels.
One level being a separate category that tests how well the players know each other’s sexual
preferences.
The tasks have three levels, from tender and playful to more intense and rather challenging.
This gives you the option to set up the game to your own liking.
2.2 Requirements
Some of the tasks ask for specific attributes, it’s nice if you have them available but they
are not a must. Some tasks you can do without, some tasks you may skip. Here is a list of
possible attributes:
• massage oil			
• lubricant				
• large towel(s)			
• blind fold (scarf)			
• shoe lace				
• slow erotic music			
• wild dance music 		

• clean clothes pin
• spoon
• fork
• shaving crème and a clean shaving knife
• ice cubes
• whipped cream (or jelly or yoghurt)
• fresh fruit (bananas, oranges)

Many of the mentioned items can be replaced by comparable attributes that you might have
available.
2.3 Preperation to the game
Since you will sometimes be (partially) naked, it is recommended to play the game in a
warm and comfortable room. It is also more enjoyable to play the game when both of you are
clean. A shower before playing the game will make a lot of difference.

2.4 The game board
The board has been designed in the shape of a pentagram. The pentagram is a pre-Christian
symbol relating to the worship of nature.
Our distant ancestors believed that the world consisted in two halves, the masculine half
and the feminine half, and their gods and goddesses did their best to maintain the balance
of power between yin and yang. If the masculine half and feminine half were in balance,
then there was harmony in the world. If they were out of balance, then chaos reigned. The
pentagram stands for the feminine half of everything. Religion historians call this the holy
feminine or the Goddess..
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2.5 Male task cards

2.6 Female task cards

Tender task
Intimate task
Steamy task

2.7 Question cards

Easy question
Intimate question
Difficult question
3. Safe sex and respect
If ‘discover your lover’ encourages you to a more exuberant sex play, please have safe sex.
Use the right prophylactics. This often means using a condom, unless you know each other
for a long time and don’t have different sexual contacts. Also check the Links.
It is very important to realize that the game is not intended to make your partner do things he
or she really doesn’t want to. Respect for each other’s fantasies also means respect for each
other’s limits.

